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In retelling the stories of these lives, and the lives of many others like them, the author explores the contradictions of a city
where nothing is quite what it seems. The first in a series of interlinked novels, Our Kind of Traitor traces the lives of Michael
Arjun Mukherjee, an ambitious young software engineer, and Kunal Mukherjee, a doctor who is a lifelong political activist, in
the city of Kolkata, in the late 1990s. Arjun, a Bengali Hindu, is the son of a wealthy American businessman in California;
Kunal, a Bengali Muslim, is the son of a famed activist, a community leader who was gunned down by the police. Lallan, an
English-educated lawyer, is also in the city, working for a private international law firm. The four men become friends and
frequent each other's homes; they team up to start an internet company. Their different lives lead them to different places.
Lallan is enjoying the freedoms of the professional class in an India that is in the middle of a remarkable economic boom. He is
employed at the firm of Mutter, Payne and Hay, one of the largest and most prominent law firms in the country, where he is
able to carve out a niche for himself as a civil liberties lawyer. The firm has taken on a large number of pro-democracy
litigation cases, and its success gives Lallan some influence in the city's politics. Lallan's tastes are refined, his manner is elegant,
and he is obsessed with culture. He keeps in touch with artists, musicians and writers in the West, and enjoys the musical and
literary festivals that are common to the city. At home he tries to teach his children about the British Raj and the cultural glories
of Calcutta. Kunal is a loyal member of the ruling Communist Party of India (Marxist) in the city, and he accepts its basic
ideology without question. He is the son of a brilliant Bengali Muslim activist and historian and has grown up in the company of
political activists in the city, and sees himself as an advocate for the common man. He is a doctor, and he attends to the poor,
treating them free of charge, and is proud of his work. He and Arjun are colleagues at the same hospital. Arjun's father is, at
best, ambivalent about India. He lives in California, and is very close to his family in the United States. He has been there
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21 hours ago - Tiger Shroff action sequence between army helicopters and tankers for no reason. Read also.. Registration in
KYP 2022 Bihar Kaushal Yuva. Tiger Shroff is a former Indian soldier who is currently serving a prison sentence in China for
his involvement in the Indo-China War. 19 hours ago - Shroff, despite his condition, spoke about the "countless" combat
missions that he completed during the fighting in Mumbai, during the uprising in the city, and in which he participated as a
marksman and machine gunner. 19 hours ago - â€œI was supposed to be in my machine gun crew within two or three hours.
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